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What is DiscoveryGate?

An internet service that increases the productivity 
of the drug discovery process.

Allows one-query access to over 27 million 
compounds found in synthesis, bioactivity, physical 
property, and sourcing databases.

Provides links to authoritative major reference 
works in synthetic chemistry.

Provides links to over 15,000 journals and patent 
archives.



DiscoveryGate home page

Links to main 
DiscoveryGate 
search engines

Links to main 
DiscoveryGate 
search engines



Help for DiscoveryGate

Interactive 
simulation



Today’s objectives

Conduct structure and data searches using the 
MDL Compound Index and individual databases

View the search results using the Grid, Database, 
and Properties views

Save search results and combine lists

Link to literature

Create reports

Modify query forms and save as default forms

Introduce synthetic methods



Structure searching

In this section, you will learn how to:

Conduct an exact match and substructure 
search using the MDL Compound Index

View search results using the Grid, Database, 
and Properties views

Conduct a combination structure/data search



Search scenario

Olemesartan is an antihypertensive agent, acting as an 
angiotensin II receptor agonist.  You want to retrieve available 
information for the compound, as well as determine other known 
2-alkyl-, 4-carboxy-, 5-alkylhydroxy-imidazole derivatives.
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Draw the structure query



Conduct an exact match search 
Compound Index looks at an index of molecules for all databases



Search types 

Exact Match: Search for substances that match your structural 
query exactly.

Include Isomers: Search for all stereoisomers (all R and S 
configurations, all E and Z configurations, and so on).

Include Tautomers: Search for all tautomers, and also for 
structures with different charges and different isotopes.

Include Salts: Search for substances that include different salts.

Substructure: Search for substances that contain your query 
wholly embedded within them.

Similarity: Search for substances that are structurally similar to 
your query.

DiscoveryGate conducts a series of searches until it retrieves at 
least one compound that matches your query.  Each subsequent 
search is more general than the preceding search.  The order is 
listed below.



View the retrieved compound



View the detailed information

Information for this compound can 
also be found in these databases.



Conduct a substructure search

Determine other known 2-alkyl-, 4-carboxy-, 5-alkylhydroxy-imidazole 
derivatives.

Substructure search rules:
• The core structure must be embedded 

in all compounds retrieve
• Substitution can occur at any open valence

Substructure search rules:
• The core structure must be embedded 

in all compounds retrieve
• Substitution can occur at any open valence



Substructure results – Grid View



Database View



Properties View



Viewing compounds by property



Viewing data for a single record

ACD database 
information



CMC



DWPI



Index Chemicus



MDDR



Metabolite



Choose data fields

Double-click a data field to create a custom form.



Structure/Data search

Enter the core structural fragment

Enter data and specify an operator



Structure/Data results

Substructure search results – 170 compounds.

Substructure search with data constraint results – 18 compounds.



Data searching

In this section, you will learn how to:

Search individual databases

Select the data fields that you want to search

Use the Data Lookup table to build your query

Save the modified query form as your default 
form for the current database

Use predefined search forms

Display hidden data in Details view

Create a report



Selecting an individual database

Select an individual database from the drop-down list



Default forms
Each database has a 
defined default form.



Predefined search forms
In addition to the default forms, the CrossFire Beilstein, CrossFire Gmelin, 
and the MDL Patent Chemistry databases have a series of predefined forms.



Data search features

Data field 
index 
controls

Operators used to connect 
multiple search criteria

Data field

Operators used with text and/or 
numeric search entries



Data operators and wildcards
Operators Use to retrieve records that:
AND satisfy both criteria
OR satisfy either criterion
NOT do not satisfy the criterion

Wildcards       Use in text string to represent
? One character 
?? Two characters

= satisfy the exact entry
< are less than the specified entry
<= are less than or equal to the specified entry
> are greater that the specified entry
>= are greater than or equal to the specified entry
<> are not included as an entry
Is have the exact entry
Starts with begin with the entry
Ends with end with the entry
Contains have the term contained within



Search for a specific compound
Conduct two different data searches to retrieve the compound acyclovir 
(CAS number 59277-89-3) from the CrossFire Beilstein database.
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Data Lookup

Data Lookup tables display the specified value and 
the number of occurrences found in the database.

Chemical Name searchChemical Name search CAS number searchCAS number search



Search results
Chemical Name search resultsChemical Name search results

The “BIO” label 
indicates that the 
compound has 
pharmacological or 
toxicological data
associated with it.

CAS number search resultsCAS number search results



Link to additional data

Click to link to 
reactions or 
citations for this 
substance.

Click to link to 
reactions or 
citations for this 
substance.

Click a link to obtain
specific data for the 
retrieved compound.

Click a link to obtain
specific data for the 
retrieved compound.



Available data

Links to the literature reference
Displays or hides the data



Search the MDL Toxicity database
Conduct a search, using the MDL Toxicity database to 
retrieve compounds that have tumorigenicity data associated 
with fatty liver degeneration. 



Create a custom form

Double-click to add field to query form



Enter the ‘toxic effect’ data constraint



Saving a form



Tumorigenicity data



Creating a report



Reports tab



Manually add a data field

Use the Field Index to find the data field.  Double-click to add it to the form.



Setting parenthetical statements

Manually adjust fields to create the correct parenthetical statements.

Initial search

Modified search



Search results



Manipulating search results

In this section, you will learn how to:

Work with the History tab 

Create a temporary list

Save a permanent list

Combine temporary lists

Export results



Working with the History tab

Right-click a list to 
Delete or Rename

The History tab is unique to the database you are using.

Using the “results” tab, 
double-click to open



Create a temporary list



Create a permanent list



Export a list

Export format selections 
and the exported lists are 
supported by the database.

Export format selections 
and the exported lists are 
supported by the database.



Export formats

You can export results, both structures and data, in the following formats:

This format is suitable for files to be exported to ISIS for Excel.  
The “results” tab needs to be active.  
You require Chime software to view the structures.

.tab

This is a hierarchical file format and can store reactions.
This format is suitable for files to be exported to ISIS/Base databases.
The “results” tab needs to be active. 

.rdf

This is a flat file format and can store structures, but not reactions.
This format is suitable for files to be exported to ISIS for Excel and to
ISIS/Base databases.
The “results” tab needs to be active. 

.sdf



Searching for reactions



Reaction Query

S

Must change in reaction – the 
selected atom must be part of the reaction.

S

C[RC]

Bond Role in Product – Bond 
must form in reaction.



Query

Results



Return to Query Tab Choose Find Citations

Citations



Query

AHC

ARY

Any heteroacyclic group

Any cyclic aromatic group



Beilstein generic groups

Any Group
G

O

Alkoxy
AOX

N N
Heterocyclic

CHC

Acyclic
ACY

Carbacyclic
ABC

N N
N

no carbon
Cyclic,
CXX

Carbocyclic
CBC

Cyclic
CYC

N
Heteroaryl(6)

HAR
Alkynyl
AYL

Alkenyl
AEL

Alkyl
ALK

Cycloalkenyl
CEL

Cycloalkyl
CAL

Aryl
ARY

Heteroacyclic
AHC

Any Group 
with ring closure

G*



Add Beilstein Generic Group

AHC

Right-click the atom 
with the select tool



Add Beilstein Generic Group

AHC

ARY

Right-click the atom 
with the select tool



Force Substitution

AHC

ARY

R1

Br C* * *R1 = 
f *

*

Right-click the atom 
using the select tool

Choose Additional 
substituents>Any#



Click Details or Synthesize

BIO
denotes 
bioactivity 
data is 
available



Click on the “+” to uncover the 
retrosynthetic pathway

Click to view 
reaction details



View reaction details Click Results Tab to return to 
previous page



DiscoveryGate

We covered a lot of material!

DiscoveryGate is an extremely valuable tool. 

Beilstein is the largest and most powerful source of 
data on DiscoveryGate for organic chemists. The 
additional databases create a very strong single 
repository of data.

Thank you for your time and attention


